1. All works are to be carried out in accordance with the contract specification and the

2. All working hours and traffic management measures are to be agreed with the local
   highway authority and deployed in accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual.

3. The general public should be separated from the works with adequate lateral clearance
   and appropriate safety zones provided in accordance with Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual.

4. Access to private properties must be maintained at all times unless otherwise agreed with
   the affected party and the local highway authority.

5. Measures should be deployed to ensure noise, vibration and dust is minimised.

6. All buried services are to be positively located on site prior to excavation. CAT Scans shall
   be completed prior to excavation with service locations marked up on site. Operatives shall
   employ hand digging methods when working in close proximity to buried services. Statutory
   undertakers' plant shall be protected as necessary. Additional trial pits shall be excavated
   as required.

7. Final layout of public right of way to be agreed.
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